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On Algebras of Bounded Representation Type1
By Tensho YOSHII
Let A be an associative algebra with a unit element over a field
n /(»<)
K and let A = Y] Σ Ae
κi be a direct decomposition of A into directly
κ = l ί = l
indecomposable left ideals where A0W ^  ^ κl = ^ . It is well known that
if A is generalised uniserial a directly indecomposable left module is
homomorphic to one of Ae
κ
(κ = l, , n)2^. But in general a directly
indecomposable left (or right) module of A is not neceassarily homo-
morphic to Ae
κ
 and there may exist directly indecomposable left modules
of arbitrary high degrees3). In his paper [2] T. Nakayama propounded
the problem to determine the general type of rings which possess arbi-
trary large directly indecomposable left (or right) modules and in [3]
D. G. Higmann proved that every group has not indecomposable modular
representations of arbitrary high degrees of characteristic p if and only
if it has cyclic p-sylow subgroups.
Now in this paper we shall study necessary and sufficient conditions
for an algebra to be of bounded representation type in a special case
where N2 = 0 (N is the radical of A)^ and K is algebraically closed.
First the chain {Ne19 , Nes} means that Nei+1=%=Neg and Nei+1
and Nβi contain simple left ideals isomorphic to each other,' namely
Nei+l^>Au^ι9 Ne^Aufti and Au^^Au^. If Ne19 Ne2 and Ne3 contain
simple left ideals isomorphic to each other, namely Ne^Au^\ Ne2^Au$*9
Ne^Au^ and Au^ ^  Au£> ~ Auf\ we define Nel to be divided into Ne2
and Ne3. Then we shall prove that if ^V
2
 —0 and K is algebraically
closed A has not directly indecomposable left (or right) modules of
arbitrary high degrees if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied
(1) Ne
λ
(e
λ
N) (λ — 1, , n) do not contain at least two simple
1) This means that the degree of the directly indecomposable representation is bounded.
Cf. James P. Jans [4].
2) T. Nakayama [1].
3) H. Brummund [6].
4) If 7V2=H), it is very difficult and our conditions are extended as necessary conditions
to the case where iV2ί=t=0. But it is not proved yet that these conditions are sufficient for an
algebra to be of bounded representation type. Cf. James P. Jans [4].
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components isomorphic to each other.
(2) Ne
x
(e
κ
N) (λ — 1, , n) are the direct sums of at most three
simple components.
(3) There is no chain such that {Ne
κl = Neκy , Neκm, Neκm+l =
Ne
κ
, }.
(4) If Ne^e^N) is the direct sum of three simple components and
Ne
κ
(e
x
N) is the direct sum of three simple components or divided, there
is no chain which connects Ne
κ
 and Ne
λ
(e
κ
N and e
λ
N).
(5) If Ne19 Ne2 and Ne3 (e^N, e2N and e3N) are direct sums of two
simple components, Ne^N) is not divided into Ne2 and Ne3(e2N and e3N).
(6) Suppose that {Ne19 , Ner} (faN, , erN}) is a chain.
Then Ne1 or Ne^N or erN) is the direct sum of three simple components
or, if Nej(βjN) O'Φl, r) is the direct sum of three simple components,
the chain is {Nel9 Ne2y Ne3}> or {Λfe4, Ne29 Ne5, Ne6} where Ne2 is the direct
sum of three simple components and Λfe4 and Ne6 are simple.
Last autumn Professor Brauer informed me that he and Professor
Thrall obtained almost the same results as ours but their works are not
published50. The author expresses here his hearty thanks to Professor
Brauer and Professor Thrall for their valuable advices.
1. G. Kόthe6) and H. Brummund7) showed that, when A is commuta-
tive or A is the group ring of a ^-group over a field with characteristic
p, A has directly indecomposable left (or right) modules of arbitrary high
degrees if N*e/Ni+1e contains at least two simple left ideals isomorphic
to each other. In general if the ground field is algebraically closed,
this is true. This is proved by the same method as Brummund's because
(e
κ
Ae
κ
: K) — 1. But if the ground field is not algebraically closed, it is
shown by the following example that Brummund's method is not used
and it is possible that even if N*e/NMe contains two simple left ideals
isomorphic to each other we have not a directly indecomposable left
module of arbitrary high degrees.
Example:
U
U,
U2
el u e2
u
0
u,
u
0
4
0
0
0
0
Wt U2
0
0
u,
0
0
0
0
«2
0
0
where aeK and
5) See [4] for the outline of their works.
6) G. Kothe [5].
7) H. Brummund [6].
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Then A — _
and Au± ^  Au2 ^  Ae2. If we construct an ^4-left module 9Ji = Aeίm1 + Aejn2
where u
ί
m1 = u2m2y it is easily shown that 2Jί is directly decomposable.
Thus we have
Lemma 1. Let the ground field K be algebraically closed. If N{e/NMe
contains at least two simple left ideals isomorphic to each other, A has
directly indecomposable left modules of arbitrary high degrees.
2. From this chapter we assume that N2 = 0 and K is algebraically
closed and each Ne
κ
(e
κ
N) is a direct sum of simple left ideals not iso-
morphic to each other. Moreover it is clear that A is of bounded repre-
sentation type if and only if the basic algebra A of A is of bounded
representation type. Hence from now on we shall assume that A is
the basic algebra.
Then we have the following
Lemma 2. If Ne is a direct sum of at least four simpl left ideals,
there exists a directly indecomposable left module of arbitrary high degrees.
Proof. Suppose that Ne = Au1®Au2®Au3@Au4 and Au^A^. Then
we construct an A-left module 2Jί as follows
2.9
9Jί = Σ Aewii where u1m1 φ 0, u2m1 = 0, u3m1Φ 0, u4m1 = u4m2,
u, m2j+1 = u,m2j+2, u2m2j+2 φ 0, ujn2j+2 = 0,
u1m2j+2=u1m2j+3
Now if it is proved that sJJi is directly indecomposable, this lemma
follows immediately. Hence we shall prove that 9Jί is directly inde-
composable.
First the representation R(a) by 9Jί has the following form:
I2sxy 0 0 0 0
 N
QιιX*n /s+ιX*ι 0 0 0
R(a)= Q21xz21 0 Isxx2 0 0
33lX*31 0 0 7SX*3 0
941x*41 0 0 0 Isxx4
8) /,= \ and X .y.Zijζk.
54
where a = ye + xlel + x2
and
/?(«,) =
R(u2) =
(o
011 0
0 0
0
0
021
T. YOSHΠ
3 + xtet + znu1 + z2lu2 + z31«3 + ztlu4 +
1 (
0 :ί = '••.
o o o i J
where
/?(«,) = 031
0 0 0 1
5 5
Ί O 0-01
: . 1—0
0-1 :•••:
0-0 0-1 J
0 1 0 0
5
s
 ό i
5
ό ' i j
o, -. I,
\ 4
i i
041= ! '•• •••
!. 1 1
and 5 is an arbitrary integer. Then any commutator B of R(a) has the
following form:
B=
> 103
B'2
* B/
Λ
.
where
This is easily obtained from BR(ά) = R(a)B if a = ul9 u2, u3> u4. Now from
Q21B1 = B'2Q21 and Q31B1 = B'3Q31, we have B1=ί[Bf2 } and next from
9) From now the empty place means zero, namely χi=yj = zκ^=Q if ^iiΦ ^ Kλ'
10) This is broken up into submatrices to correspond to the divisions of R(a).
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we have B'2 = B'3 — B\ and moreover from QllB1 = B/1Qll we
have
b J
Thus any commutator of R(ά) has just one eigenvalue and therefore R(ά)
is directly indecomposable115. Hence 9JI is directly indecomposable.
3. Here we have the following
Lemma 3. Suppose that there is a chain such that Ne
κl = Neκ, ...... ,
NeKf_ιy Ne<t = Neκ, ...... . Then there is a directly indecomposable A-left
module of arbitrary high degrees.
Proof. Put NeKί = Aΰ™φAu<*\ NeK2 = Aΰ
Aΰa~Ό © Auw where Au™ ^  Aϋ™ 12). Then we construct an A-leί t module
yfc as follows,
κι
m1)2 + AeK2m2)2
where
and 5 is an arbitrary integer.
Then if we prove that 3JΪ is directly indecomposable, this lemma
follows immediately. Hence we shall prove that 2ft is directly inde-
composable.
Now the representation R(ά) by 9JΪ has the following form :
11) R. Brauer [7] or Brauer-Schur [8].
12) Au^ means that Au^^Aβi.
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where
and
0 ,
0
^ ^ 21 MC22 ^ 2^
Qn
o
U
5 ..... i
0 ...... 0
0 0 Isxx2
/ \
' 1
^ =
i
1 0
, 5 i J ,
Then by the same way as lemma 2, any commutator B of R(a) has the
following form:
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TO
where Q
n
B1 = B\Q11,
Now from Q21B1 = B'2Q2l, and Qt-ιt-ιBt- L = B't_1Qt_lt-ί, we have
B^B.^B',^ = β',_ι = Bt_,. Next from Q^B, = B\QU, and
Qlft-ιBt-ι = B'1Qlt_ί, we have
b
and
Thus B has just one eigenvalue and R(a) is directly indecomposable.
Hence 5ϋl is directly indecomposable.
4. Lemma 4. Suppose that Ne
κ
 is the direct sum of three simple
left ideals and Ne
x
 is the direct sum of three simple left ideals or divided.
Then if there is a chain which connects Ne
κ
 and Λfe
λ
, there is a directly
indecomposable left module of arbitrary high degrees.
Proof. In order to prove this lemma we must consider two cases
depending on whether Ne
x
 is the direct sum of three simple components
or divided.
( i ) Suppose that NeK =
and Ne
Λl= Ail™@Au<*\ NeΛ2=Aa™®Au™, , Ne^
where Aϋ™ ^  Au™ ^  Ae{.
Then we construct an A-left module 30ΐ as follows
+ Ae
κ
mK),+
where «Cα°m
κ l Φ 0, u
<:β
^m
κ ί
 = 0, wα)mfc l = i
Then the representation R(a) by 9JI has the following form
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R(a) =
o
0
0
n x *n 0
, 0
t=y
κ
e
κ
-^y1eκι i- +jVί-
+ ^
λ
wcr?)+
and ( \ (
1 0 0 0 N
1 0
6 i
o o 6 i,
o ςo o
r
o^To Γ^77o\
) o δ i
1 ί 2s x
Qll =
\ ,- H Ί
\ - 2s
, «—
1 N
/ \ v 1J
0 /5 x *!
0
0
0
Λ
 -f-
OlK
\ f 2s
,
1
2s
\ /
2s
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Q^
^
=
\
s s
.
,6 i o o,
, /?(«"»)= QV =
\
o o
1 Π...Π 1 Π - . - O " )
6 ' i 6 - i j j
and any commutator B of R(ά) has the following form:
D
where
B'
β
B't
B',
B'J
From Q1KBK = B\Q1K, Q11β1 = B'1Q11, ...... and Q*Bλ = B'tQtλ, we have
£« = #! = ...... = B
λ
 = B\ = ...... =&,. Next from Q
βκ
B
κ
 = B'
β
Q
βl!, we have
and from Q&B^B'fQίλ, we have #« = Next
from = B'
v
Q
vλ
, we have B'^ = B'
ξ
 = B'
β
 and from QMBΛ=B'aQM, we
have .β* =
b
*
b
.
'b
and B'
Λ
 =
υ
'h
. Thus β has just one
eigenvalue and ί?(β) is directly indecomposable.
(ii) Now suppose that Ne
κ
 = Au^
Ne
x
^Au^®Au^ where
Aύa:> and Aum « Au{t: ^  Au%\ Then we construct SDΐ as follows
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where
Then the representation #(#) by 3Jί has the following form
0
0
, x ^
λl ,
where
and
0
X ^
x zt
0
0
0 I
s+1 x ^
j 0 I
s
 X ΛΓ, .
1 0 Λ5 x ^
0
0
0
0
•1
•0 O
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Q,
Q*.
1 0 0 ϊ
o o - o
o o o
o o o i o
0 1 0 O
o o o
o o o o
o o o i
\ 5
s s
fτ^o f^o
ό i ό i .
o o
1 0 0
o o i o
-2 o o o oo o o
0 1 0 0
o o o i o
o o o
/ \
R(tΐn) =
4s
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1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0
0.
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 l
o o
and any commutator B of R(ά) has the following form
B.
B =
0
B.
B'r,
B't
B'
where
Then from Qt>t-ίBt_ί = B'tQt>t_ί, Q<-1;<_1βί-1 = β/ί-1Qί_1>ί_1,
QliKBK = B\Qi>K,'vfe have Bt^ = Bt_2 = ...... = Bf = Bft= ...... = B\.
and
Now put B
ί
_1 = B=ζbίj~3 and from Qβ*Bll = B'βQβK. we have
>11 bl3 ' '
f f t u 0 b* 0 fc^ 0
021 022 023 02, 4S-1 3* ^2,45
#31 0 #33 0 bz^s-i, 0
and , £
3,45-1
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On the other hand from Q,, x^ = #,£?,,
 v
 Qt,^β^ = B'iQt λϊ,
#,0,
 λ2 and QMBκ = B'aQaκ, we have Bλl = Bλ = [BQ 1 where
^22 #26
and
1)22 £?24*
042 #44*
Next from
BQ =
b )
we have
b
and Hence B =
and R(ά) is directly indecomposable and SOΐ is directly indecomposable.
5. Lemma 5. Suppose that Ne1 = Au¥
Ne3 = Au^($Au^ where Az4λ)~ Au^'' = Au£\ Then there is a directly in-
decomposable A-left module of arbitrary high degrees.
Proof. We construct an A-left module 9Jί as follows
SJJ£ 7— j^£ γyi -j_ J\^Q γγι -\- ^ g γγι
where
w
(
3
λ)
 w3| 2S = w
(
ι
λ)
m1} 2S , w
C!2Xf 2sφO .
Then the representation R(ά) by SDΐ has the following form
R(a) =
where
^
:==yιβl+y2(
and
0 ^25X^2
0 0 /25xj>3
QλiX^λi Qx2X2x2 Qλ3x<Zλ3 /3 5x^χ
Q21xz2l 0 0 0 Is+1xx2
n v^ 0 0 1
Q v~, π43 X £43 U
-f z
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/ \
/λ2
^((£
ό
l
ό
o
, l ό
/ — -
o
ό
l
.
ό
o
,U-
/ — ^
ό
o
ό
o
:
Uό
.
πi l o .
Λό
/
Jo-
)
•*— ^
•0
•ό
•0
i
•0
•ό
'
— s
•0
•ό
•0
t 'i
•0
:
•ό
™~N
i
•0
*
•ό
•0
*
•ό
-A
-λ —
_Λ ,
•
/-—
o
ό
o
ό
l
ό
s—
ό
o
:
ό
O
•
ό
/^
ό
o
ό
l
*
ό
i
•0
i
i
ύ
•^ x
• o
• ό
• 0
• ό
• 0
.
• i
•" v
• i
• o
:
• ό
• 0
• ό
^ v
• ό
• 0
*
• ό
• 0
.. '
• i)
s '
1
ό-
ό
^, — — '
ό
/
\
Λ
/
?
» —
9
« —
?
I ,
1.f
)
}
}uf
1,
i
*1)u1
-
• s
u
ί
π
•iJ
'•ij
i
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and any commutator B of R(a) is as follows
Ί I
A
65
B =
* 5'2
B'
where Q
λ
A = β'
λ
B'3Q32 , Q,3B3 = B't
from Q
λlβ1 = β'λ
B't
, Q^B3 = B\Q^, Q21B, = B'2Q21, Q32B2 =
Hence by the same computation as above lemmas,
λ2B2 = B\Qte and Qλ3β3 = -B'xQxa we have
'A 0 Oϊ r \ r
0 & 0 , J5X = _ , 52 = _ and #3 =
,0 0 ]53' I B* } ( Bl
Next from Q32B2 = B'3Q32 and Q43B3 = B\Q43 we have 5ι = ϊfe— Bϊ = #'3 =
β^. Moreover from Q21B1 = B/2Q21 we have
ί
δ
 1 *
= 52 = 5s > β
72 = ''. - Hence J5 = ' " .
•, F^I iJ iJ
Therefore 7?(α) is directly indecomposable and ςJJί is directly indecom-
posable.
6. Lemma 6. Suppose that Nel = Au[^
Ne, = Au^@A^®Au\^\ Ne, = Au\^\ where Au^+^^Au^1. Then there
exists a directly indecomposable A-left module of arbitrary high degrees.
Proof. Now we construct sJJΐ as follows
- + Ae2m2>4S+l
where u\^m^
 λ
 =
u\^m^
 7 , ...... ,
«r«Xf2 = 0, ^
0)
«ι
β4
 W,
 65-4 = 0, u^
W^^S, 65 + 1 = 0, K
3} ί + u^m3t 3 -4- u
(
^m3) 4 , u
,
 2S = u 3) 6S_2 -f u
S_3 = 0, um3 &s_2 = 0, «
2 = u^m3> 4 + u
(
^m3) 6 +
m3) 6S+1 , uTmZy , = 0,
, «ί
β)
ιw8fβ = 0, ...... ,
f w-ι = 0, M^
0)
m3, 65 = 0,
, 3 = U^IH^ 3 ,
^
 3 ,
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ΦO.
Then the representation R(a) by SJΪ has the following form
R(a) =
0 765+1χ>
0 0
0 0
G44X*44θ43X*43
Qθ3X<2Ό3
Qw X £33
\
'3
/4
ί+1XJ2
o 4+ι X Λ
0
0
Q32 x z32
Q22χz22 Q2ί
Q
0 74s+1χ*,c4
0
0
X221
X Z
0 7
0
0
0
0
0
0
«0
Λs+1 X *l
0 i
0
where
and
- -f y& + xK4e<4 ) + + z
Λ
c i o
1 0
1 1 O
0 1 O -
0 1 1 O
0 1 O
O i l
\
o
'••. o
1 1
0 1
o \'
/ I n o .. . (
0 i n
0 o o
0 0 Π
1 n 0
0 1 0
O n π ....
. .0 Π Π
i on..
0 1 Π..
0 0 O.
0 0 Π f
o π n i
ϊ O O Π
0 0 o
o i o.
0 0 1
o n o...
o o π...
0 1 Π. .
0 0 1 ...
)
..ό π o
..0 0 0
..0 1 0
..0 0 1
..Π Π 0
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Qθ3
35 + 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 : 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
o o o i o o •••
o o o o i o
o o i o o o
o o o o ι o o
o o o o o i o
o o i o o o o
35+1 35
1 0 0 •• 0 CM) 0 —
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0
o o o
o i o
o o i
o o o
'•! 0 0 0 0 0
i o o o i o o
0 1 0 0 0 0
o o i o o o
o o o o o o i
o o o i o o o
2s+l 25
ί o ~ b ό o -^  N
o o i o
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
o o i o
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
Ί o ' o o
0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
\ \ 0 0 1 0 0)
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25+1
/ ι π
o o
0 1
1 0 .
o π
Γ) 1
. 1
π
n
Γ)\ U
5+1
1 0 0 0
Π : ...ι
Π o 1
n
0
ι A
π
0 0
Γj 1
5+1 5
o i 6 6 ι
π o π..
: . . . i (X .
o π.
o
o
i ή
Π 1
5
π
π
.0
.1
.1
o
1
1
Γi
2s
Γ) Γj
i o
Π π
0 0
i o
0 Q
0 A
\
and any commutator B of R(a) has the following form
B = B'
B'
where
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Then from Q11B1 =
B'Qu, ...... and,
KlQ119 we have B1=
1 = B
/
K2Q2ly we have
0 b22 0 0 ί>26 I
0 b
n
 0-
. Next from Q43B,=
b
ΐ2 b26
b33 b37
62 66
and from QUB4 = B'K4QU we have
B' = and 5, =
Hence β has just one eigenvalue and R(ά) is directly indecompos-
able. Therefore SJJΪ is directly indecomposable.
Moreover by the same way as this lemma we have the following
Lemma 7. Suppose that Ne1 = Au^\ Ne2 = Au\*J®Au?'\ Ne3 = Au^
-^Au^ + Au^ and Ne, = Au\^ + Au\^ where Au^^Au^. Then there
exists a directly indecomposable A-left module of arbitrary high degrees.
Proof. Now we construct an Λ-lef t module 9Ji as follows :
where + u 2y 65_3
2t 65_4
65_2
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11 = 0, ...... , tt(3K°X,
 1W_1Q = 0, «
(
3
K3X, n,-β = 0,
lW-7=0> W^X, H5-β=0, Wί^X, 115-5=0, W^X,
 1W-4 =0,
, 11, -8 = 0,
,
 m
-3 = 0,
2 = Wί^X, 3 > H^X, 3 = » 3
K3X, 4 + Hβ^X, 5 > W4*3X, 4 =
^
 55_4
,
 ns
_6 ,
, 7 + ^ ί^X, 8 >
^m,t 55_3 =
, ιιs-3 = 0, <3X,
 5S = fίS^X, π,-2 + M'ΛX, lw , w
(
4
K3)
m4> 5S+1 =
«Γ
4X, 55-3=0, W(ΛX, 55-2=0, «(ΛX,55-1=«(ΛX,55, MCΛX,5
Then it is shown by the same method as above that 2JI is directly
indecomposable.
7. In this chapter we shall prove the main theorem. First we
shall prove the following
Theorem 1. Suppose that Ne = Au1®Au2φAu3. Then an arbitrary
Ae-left module 2H is the direct sum of Aem{ which are homomorphic to
Ae or Aemj+Aemj+1 such that ^myφO, w2Wy = 0, u5mj = u3mj+l, w1my+1 = 0,
Proof. We may assume that A is the basic algebra.
( i ) Suppose that yfl = Aeml + Aem2. Then the representation R(a)
by SJJI has the following form
R(a) =
( ^31X^31
where sf <2 and a=ye + x^-\-x2e2
Now we remark that if we put
T =
we have the transformation
/58X*3 J
i + ZuUi + Zzfa + ZnUi-
(Π) T~1R(a)T =
L X ΛΓ,
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First if sl = s2 = s3 = 29 R(ά) =
J-2 X <2>n
J.2 X ~21 2 2
and therefore R(a) is directly decomposable and
y
0 x,
0 0*3
y
Z
n
 Xl
Z
Ά
 0 x2
z
n
 0 0 x3
J-2 X ~n
Then by (II) R(a) is similar to
J-2 X ~21 -^ 2 X 2
Hence /?(«) is similar to
Z2l 0 X2
^31 0 0
21 0
and /?(^) is directly decomposable.
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If ^=2 <?2=s3 = l, R(a) =
Then by (Π) R(ά) is similar to
J-2 s^ ~n J-2 1
l «0x22ι
LCI tOχ*«
72 x zn I2 x xl
COUx^.! x^
and by the same way as above arguments R(a) is directly decomposable.
If ^=^=53 = 1,
is similar to
Cl
Now it is shown by the simple computation of eigenvalues of any
commutator of R^a) that R
λ
(ά) is directly indecomposable.
Hence Wl = Aem
ί
 + Aem2, where U1mϊ = u1m2y u2m^ΰy u2m2=0, u3m1=0y
W3m2φ0, is directly indecomposable. From now we shall say that such
a module has the type (*).
(ii) Suppose that 9Jί = Aem1 -f Aem2 -4- Aemz. Now we consider the
two cases.
(a) Suppose that Aem^ 4- Aem2 is directly decomposable and
Aem
ιrλ
Aem2 = Q. Then the representation R(ά) by 5DΪ has the following
form
R(a) =
X %2 *5 X X2
ζ?31 X ^31
where
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If
 Sl=s2 = s3 = 3, R(ά) —
-*3 X ~ll *3 X Λ'l
*3 X ^ai *3 X -^
and it is clear by the same way as above that R(ά) is directly decom-
posable.
If
 Sl=s2 = 3 s3 =
and is similar to
X <2Ή -/s X Λ^i
X Z2ι ^3 X Λ^2
R(a) =
and R(a) is directly decomposable.
If
 Sl = s2=-3 53 = 1,
/ 2 X* 3
X /δ'j! i3 X ΛΓj
X Λ2ι -/3 X ΛΓ2
and 7?(<2) is directly decomposable.
If ^ = 3 52=53=2,
and l?(β) is directly decomposable.
OOΊ ,
O o i J 2i 2
100
0 1 0
If ^ = 3 52 — 2 53 =
13) ~~ denotes the similarity.
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and R(ά) is directly decomposable.
and R(a) is directly decomposable.
If s
ί=
2 s2=2 s3=2, R(ά)~RM =
and R(a) is directly decomposable.
and R(a) is directly decomposable.
and R(ά) is directly decomposable.
If s1 = s2 = s3 = l, R(ά}-^R^(ά)
and R(a) is directly decomposable.
u
 I3xx1
o i o I x ^ n x ^
0 1 r ^21 ^2
001lx^ 7 x *O l O j 31 4x^3
riooT ,
LO 1 0 I
x 3^1
l O O
CO
(b) Suppose that Aem± -f Aem2 is directly indecomposable. Then the
representation R(a) by aji has the followimg form
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R(a) = where
I Qii x *3i Λ3 x x
If s1 = s2 = sz = 2, R(ά) is directly decomposable.
lί s, = s2 = 2 53 = 1,
and i?(«) is directly decomposable.
If ^ = 2 s2 = sΆ = l,
and R(d) is directly decomposable.
If 51==52 = 53==1,
r
o o 1 1
100
L-> X ΛΓo
,
o o 1 1
^ C O l O D x z g ! *
and R(ά) is directly decomposable.
(iii) Now we shall prove this theorem by induction on the number
*-l
of generators of 5DΪ. Hence we assume that 3Jtf==^]Aemi is the direct
sum of Aenii which is homomophic to Ae or Aewij+ Aemj+1 which have
8
the type (*). Then the representation R(ά) by Wl — ^ Aemf is as follows :
ί = l
R(a) =
X #2
X 3^
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where s^fCs and
0 0 1 u 0 0
o o o o o o x
o i o o ,
O O l O 0
o o o i o o o
0 0 O O 0-0 y
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I O O
O l O O 0 i
•••0 O O I O 0 ί
1 0
•0 I O O
1 0
• 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 _Ii_ _X :
0 1 0 0 z^3
0 O O O O I O *<»
: : : : Q 1
0 0 0 0 O O
and #ΦO means ^  = 0, ^ φO means y(i
j)
 = 0 and ^ΦO means 2(/} = 0.
First if Λ ΦO j'ΦO 2:ΦO, R(ά) is directly decomposable. Next if
#ΦO J^ΦO ^ = 0, Λ(^) is similar to R^a) such that all ^J) = 0 and 7?(^)
is directly decomposable. If #ΦO y=z = Q, we may assume that all
y^ = 0. Then Q3ι may to replaced by ζ/31 such that z^ = z^ = z^ = 0
and if /3, t5 or /8 is not zero, R(ά) is decomposable into direct components
of desired types by the assumption of induction. If ί3, ts and ίβ is zero,
^^ = 0 for f φ l and ^^ = 0 for ηΦl. Then we may replace Q31 by
1 0 0 z(l
oi-o o
0 O l O O 0
o o i o o
tί
"
1
 ό i ό
"
or
i o o
ό i o ό ό ό
0 1 0 z\
T ''• 9 V"9 9
' ό ό i ό
and R(a) is directly decomposable. Hence we may assume that x = y =
First we may assume that Λ:(
ί
J)
 = 0. Moreover we may assume that
there exists just one j4β) such that j£β)Φθ and all other ^μ) = 0. Of course
all /j j ) may be zero. Now if y^φQ, Q2l may be replaced by
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<?'»=
0 O O
0 1
I 0-0 0
^ 0 0 1 - 0
0-1 0
"7-" 1 0 0 0
Γi
 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0-0 0-0 O O 0
i-o i
ό ό ' i ό o o
and Q31 is replaced by
1 0-0 0
0 1-0 z
0 ό ' ί O O 0
0 1-0
'i-1 ** ό .'.i o
o i-o
/s
 ό i o
o o i o o
^~Γ °
1
 ° ° t
Ό i o o o o^o
1-0
ό ' i zί'
and from the assumption of induction, 2ft is decomposed into direct
components of desired types.
Next if y2
1)=
Φ=0, Q3ι is replaced by Q'31 such that ^i15φO, 4υΦθ and
41}ΦO. If ^ΦO, ^^=^^ = 0. Hence in this case the theorem is
trivial. If zp = Q, Q31 may be replaced by
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o. •0
1 0-0 0 0
-0 0-0 1 0 w' 0
-- -r^  0 1
1 0
—0
•0
1-0 0-
O l 0 ............
O O 0 1 0 0
:— r o i o o
0 1 0 0-0 0-0 0-0
1-0 0
0-1 0
ts
and 2JΪ is decomposed into direct components of desired types. In other
cases by the same way as above we can prove this theorem.
Now we shall prove the main theorem.
Theorem2. Suppose that N2 = 0 and the ground field K is algebrai-
cally closed. Then A is of bounded representation type if and only if the
following conditions are satisfied',
(1) Ne^(e
λ
N) (λ=l, , n) do not contain at least two simple com-
ponents isomorphic to each other.
(2) Ne
κ
(e
κ
N) (λ = l, , n) are the direct sums of at most three
simple componedts.
(3) There is no chain such that {Ne<l = Nelct , NeKtn_l, NeKm = Neκ,
(4) // Ne
κ
(e
κ
N) is the direct sum of three simple components and
Ne^(e\N) is the direct sum of three simple component or divided, there is
no chain which connects Ne* and Ne\ (e*N and e\N).
(5) // Nelf Ne2 and Ne3 (efl, e2N and e3N) are the direct sums of
two simple components, Ne± (e^N) is not divieed into Ne2 and Ne3 (e2N and
(6) Suppose that {Ne
ίt , Ner} ({ejti, , erN}) is a chain. Nel
or Ne
r
(e1N or erN) is the direct sum of three simple components or, if
NβjtejN) O'Φl, r) is the direct sum of three simple components, the chain
is {Ne19 Ne2, Ne3} or {Λfe4, Ne2> Ne59 Ne6} where Ne2 is the direct sum of
three simple components and Ne4 and Ne6 are simple.
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Proof. The "only i f " part is clear from above lemmas. Hence we
shall prove the "if" part. This proof is quite long and we shall show
this proof in outline.
Now we consider the following six cases. Namely
(1) {Ne19 ...... , Ner] is such a chain that Ne19 ...... , Ner^ are the
direct sums of two simple components and Ne
r
 is the direct sum of
three simple components.
(2) {Ne19 ...... , Ner.l9 Nerι, Ner2} is such a chain that Neί9 ...... ,
Ne
r
_l are the direct sums of two simple component and Nerι and Nβr2
are simple and isomorphic to a simple component of Ne
r
_±.
(3) {Ne19 Ne2, Ne3} is such a chain that Ne2 is the direct sum of
three components and other Λfe, are the direct sums of two simple
components.
(4) {Ne19 Ne2y Ne3, Ne,y Ne5} is such a chain that Ne2=Au?J®Au?*\
Ne, = Au?*> θ Au?*> and Ne, ^  Au(^\ Ne3 ^ Au?* ^  Au?*\ Ne5 ~ Au?*\
(5) {Ne
ί9 Ne2, Ne3, Ne^} is such a chain that Ne2 is the direct sum
of three simple components and Ne
λ
 and Ne^ are simple.
(6) {Ne1 , Ne2 , Ne3 , Ne^ is such a chain that Ne3 is simple and Ne2
is divided into Ne3 and Ne4.
Moreover we may assume that A is a basic algebra and A has just
one chain.
[The case 1] : Suppose that Ne{ =
and Ne
r
 = Au?''>®Au™@Au?'+t where A
(/=!, ...... , r-\)
Now let TO —
AeffHi^. be an arbitrary directly indecomposable A-leΐt module. Then
the representation R(ά) by ςJJί is as follows
R(a) =
0 Λ
Γ
X
QπX^ii 0 0
Mi 21 X ^21 M/22 X ^22
N/32 X -^32
• . o
Q
rr
xz
rr
 O
O x z 0*
•0 7,
r
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where R(u^^) = ζQi)i_3. Now we may assume that Qrry QQr and Qr+1 r
have the following form;
' //, N 10
Iή*-»
Qrr =
Itι
(Itι
//c r-l
r
^C2r-3)
2
 "-••.//«»
J
f
' j
Γ/ί
Ί"« o o
1 u 0 0
Ί t(
(
ϊ ft n
-/ M V7
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
Ί o o (
1 (
r(2r-2)
3
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
oΊ o c
0 1
Jo o)
) '5 .
)
 t
) 0^0-
)
. 0-0 >
14) /,(λ) and 7,(j) are on the same row or column if /(χ)=/
*κ *
 κ
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where t, + ^ 2r~2) + t(2
2r
~^ + + #> + ft1' + + ft2r~2) + 2t, + t5 = κr. Next
we break up Qij(Qij^¥Q
rr
> Q*r> Qr+ι,r) into submatrices corresponding
to the divisions of Q
rr
. Then
,
,(2r-2)
Z«,J) T'Cί.J)
#(2r-2) . ^/(2r—2) /(2r-2)
Γ2 »ίl *2 ^2
First by (Π) we may replace
by the following matrices
and
λΦ/J by 0 and
or
1 0-0
Then from the indecomposability of R(ά)y t1 — 0 and by the same
way as this t
s
 = 0. Similarly we may replace Zfiffi by /^(1), Z^~^ by
L ( 1 ) xw
α )
 and other Z^f;^, Z$Γ& and Z^Γ'' by 0.' Moreover we may
*3 *2 ' h ) ? 3 *8 '
ίiQQiimp tn rpnlίirp 7< * ft yu.fr ...... T'fί.J) 7«.J) ......
abbUIIltί LO lepiaue Z.^(2r_2)^(2r-2)> ^ C2r-3)^(2r-3)> > ^(2> f j (2)> ^^(2)^(2) > >
Zί' /' by /„> and other Z^ J) by 0. Next ZftΛ' T1' may be replaced by
4> 4 Γ^ Γ2 » * 2
Γ 7-(r-l,r-l) U
v
 Γ
 V//
( 2 )
 anH Z^ ^) ...... T'Cί.J) ^(«,J) T'Ci.J)
* * ( 2 ) > ^#(2) j(2) υJ / /(2) ^ **• > dllU ^/ (2r-2) ^(2r —2) > > ^^(8) ,(3) > ^/(l) ^(1) ) ^/(3) .(3) >
*2 *2 '*8 ?3 /2 » * 2 *2 ' *2 *2 » *2 *3 ' * 3
......, Z%H by //y) and other Z%» by 0.
' * 3
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In this way we may replace Qt /_! by
/(2r-2)
(2(r-i)4-2)
y(2(τ —
and Q
u
 by
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<?'„• =
/(2(r-ί) +
Γ2
.(2(r —O + l)
• . kί"
1,
0
Ό
ιy(2(r-ί)+2)
• . u
(2<r
-
1
1
,f ..
where we may assume that /«O-«>+D = /«<«-«>+» and /«<
Then from the indecomposability of ^?(α) (?,,,_! for z'Φr+1 are 1 or
[£«(-,>«,] and Qtl are I or CL fί"''-"':.
Thus an arbitrary indecomposable representation has the following
form;
f JΊ
o
( i )
o .
0
z
n
 0 0 xVl
z21 z2Z 0 0 xv
z
rr
 O
J0r O
0 j?,rH
where zfj may be zero, 85
( i i ) R(a) =
JV/-1
z
u
 0
z21 z22 0
,
/ t-l ^ ί 0-
ί-ι 0 ,^.
*rr O
^or 0
0 ^
r+1>r
(iii) Λ(β) =
*rr
o ^ rr
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and the degree of R(a) is bounded and is less than 4r+l.
[The case 2]; Suppose that Nei = Au^®Au^+^(i = l9 ...... , r-l)
and Ne
rι
 = Au^\ Ne
rz = Au^ where Au?L\^Au?f^Au%\ Then by the
same way as [the case 1] an arbitrary directly indecomposable represen-
tation has one of the following forms
( i ) R(a) =
rΛ
(ii) R(a) =
1-1,1-1 .
'»-! *« O
' ii-l 0 2
yr-i
r-l 0 ^
0 *'„-! 0
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(iii) R(a) =
Λ-i
l-ll-l Λ ί-ll-1
0 Z /_!,-_! '
JV-1
?
rr
_, 0 *
rrι
 0-
0 ^_! 0 z
rr
.
and the degree of R(ά) is less than 4r—1.
[The case 3] Suppose that Nel = Au(ίKί)ί
> and Ne^AuF^ξ&Aul***. Then let 5ϋl=ΣΣ-^«ίWιλf ^e an arbitrary
left module and the representation R(ά) by 9Jί has the following form
U( —
o
o
/ A . X Λ
o
ϊi x ^21^22X^22 o o Λ 2 χ
0 Q02x^o2 0 0 0
0 ©32X^32 ^33X^33 0 0
0 0 Q43X^43 0 0
0
0
First by [the case 1] ζ>22, Q02, Q32, Qn, Q21 may be replaced by
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0-01
•: \t
m
l)
,
ιfί,
1 }
ί'
ίtt
100
O l w O O
I w O O
I w O O
(1«00
I w O O
f l w O O
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10 00
o foioo
0100
0100
0100
0100
0100
01
Q 32
lO OO
OO Ol
• . t
\''
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t\
100
(1000
) 1000
1000
(1000
ϋ -.
I 1000
n o o o
1000
Q'n =
0-00
l O O O
"7" !
^9
l O O O O O
^10 Ml ^7
10-0
V
Sl'4lo01
91
"'V i'
o
01
v, 0
01
o
01M'J1,1
0
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Now Q43 may be replaced by
1 0 0 0 0
0 X
1 0 0;
and (?33 is broken up into submatrices to correspond to divisions of Q'3ί
and Q\3 as follows
^ r r T) n n
-Ί6, 16 *"Ί6,1 ^16,15 ^16, 16 ^16,1 ^16,1501
 c D "
^1 16 ^"Ίl "^ 1 16
/° r n
^15, 16 ^15, 15 *^15, 1
First Z)16 16 and D7j l6 may be replaced by
Γ/CD 0 0
0
lo
and Zy7,16 =
and other D16 κ and Dλ>16 are replaced by
•As, 15
0 0
r u υ
 N
*
aced by Π
and
7, K
D\,
ιe
 =
x
o o
I *
i υ
*
^ ό
where «=}= 6, 16
D8 u may be replaced by
0 Itm 0 ....... 0
0
I o ό
and
0 0
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,.* by A% =
by D" =
0
ό
o o
o o
o o
9
: *
0
•Ό 0
, AΛ« by
0 0
ί 0 0
and A,., by A8>μ =
by
In this way A6,i6> A,i6> A,,ι6. A,ιe> Ao,ι6> Aι,ι6 and D12>lβ are replaced
'"!. o
ό
8
0 :
ό .
f O O / w χ j
*16
0
.00 0
, L
0 (3)(
(
y7,16 =
) 0
Γ(5) x rfC
Ίβ
0
) 0
(
v C
(
5)
(
(1
)
)
)(
)(
) )
)(
)(
<
h
gv ' υ u ^
0
)
/
7~i/
' -^  10, 16 =
'
0(
0(
1
)(
)(
)'8 16 =
)/<i Xfi c
'u °0
) 0
Ί
v (
45
-'-i/jS'xs
0
0
) 0
0 (
/«) X^55
16
0
ό (
I
)(
)(
}
'
)(
)(
"
/
>
).
0 0 0 0 0 /,<•> x^C6) 0 0
0
and zy
ιίjlβ =
Moreover Ai is replaced by D'
π
 =
by D'22 =
tl
 Λί» L A 2 ι b y D ' 1 2 1 =
Λ > '
0 0 0 0 007^) xgC7)0
0
/^υ x A 0
0 0
,,» by
ί -^
cl)
 ^2
 / ( 2 )
^2
^23>0 7^)
/4
ό ό J
, Ao,2 by D'10>2 =
f 0 0 0 0 )
0 0 0 0
" //«) x/° 0 0 0I 2 o o o o J
f 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 /,c»x/» 0 0 .
o
 2
 o o o
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 >
(Ό 0 0 0"
, A,2 by A,/ = 0 0 Ifn χf*> 0
l o o o o
x
by A33 =
0 ,
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Ao.io by
0
0
0 0
o 9
0 J
, A, 10 by Z>'9)>0 =
As,* by A15>10 =
0 "0
lo o o
by A88 =
M by ZrM = » AM1 by Zyn)11=
ί o o o]
ό
'*$
0 0 0
o o
/<«>
0
o ϊ
As, π by Zyi5>11=
0 0
ό
X
0
0 0 0
> As.n by Zyttt l l =
0 Itwy.v™ 0
0 0 0
A, by A77 =
AV2 by A2,ι2 =
V
0
ό
I'*
. As,, by A15(7 =
0 0
0
Λ"> x x
• r\0 0
, As,is by D'13tl3 =
s 0
by and A5,15 by A15>15 =
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and other D{j are replaced by 0.
Next we may replace C
κλ
 by the scalar forms by the same way as
above.
Thus an arbitrary directly indecomposable representation has one
of the following forms
0 y20 0 y3 0
z
n
 0 0 x1
z21 z22 0 0 x20 z32 0 0 0 x3
0 z
a
 Z
Ά
 0 0 0 #4
0 0 z53 0 0 0 0 xs J
R3(a) =
Jl
0
ό
y
"11
y
Λ2ι
ΛU
nu
π\j
o\J
o\ vy
ίJΊ
0
0
"^
πVJ
3^ 2
0
ή
y
%22
πu
y
y
"42
o\J
oVJ
.y
0
πu
0
yt
Z
 21
o
2
.
.
π
y'Z
 22o\J
ΛVJ
yf
Z
 42
AVJ
V
o
2
π
^22
πu
πVJ
y
& 42
πVJ
3;3
0 3^ 3 0
Π r
pi
 r
O r(S Π r
V W Λ 3
^ 0 0 r
o y π π r
y y' Λ Π Y
"53 " 53 V U ^5
v
j2
0 y2 0o
 Λ
Π r
0 0 x2
yf f) :...Π r
£ 22 U U ^2
y Π Π r2
 32 U I ^ •* 3
n ^ 0 Π r
y π y π o r
^ y π π r
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RM =
0
ό
21
A
A
v \J
f Λ
0
ό
*11
^21
Z
 21
AU
A
r Λ
0
A..
21
0
π
Λ
0
ό
% 11
A
y
<• 21
AU
AU
Λ
P.
(1)£21
:
^
!
A
y*
0
ό
y
Z22
0
AU
π
o2
y
""22
AU
A\J
AU
A
A
o2
A
y
-22
:
Au
A
A
A
o2
ό
A
*32
AU
yf
* 42
n
o2
A
^
Z 22
AU
*,'
<~ 32
A\)
A
AU
AU
o2
A
Z
 22
AU
AU
A\J
^
*> 42
A\)
A
ό
AU
y
yz o
0 y20 Λ
0 J3A Y
A γ
A A A
 r
~ ~(2) A Γ\ ^
A A A A ^
0 /^(2) A A f
A A ^ A A γ
yi) A A ^ci)A Π Y
O n ί> y1:) π π^ £53 £53 U U
y2 0
0 J3
0 Λ
A
 r
A
 γU Λ2
yi) A A v#22 U U Z2
A A γ
«(D A A γ
"32 U U #3A y A A
 Y
,^(1) A yl) A A
 γ
-642 U 243 U U Λ4
A y o-(i)A A rU Λ 53 2:53 U U X5
N.
0
0 x,
: ...Π r
* U X>2
A... A
 r
y A A
 r•2 43 U U .Λ 4
y π π v
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0
0 0
0 y,
0 0 y,
*r
n
 0 0 x,
z2l z22 0 0 x2
<r'210 z'220 0 x2
0 0 0 ^20 0 x,
0 <r32 0 0 0 0 0 #3
0 0 £42'0 <r'430 0 x4
': ': 0 *ί20 *4*sO 0
0 0 0 0 <r53 £53 0 0 0 xj
yi ^
0 y,
0 3>2
0 y20 y2 0
0 3>3
0 0 0 y,
z2l 0
U£ 2 2 0
0 *'210 *'220
0 0 0 0 zζ2 O
0 0 *32 0 0 0 0 x,
0 0 0 0 *«*«() 0 x,
0 0 0 *42 0 0 ^43 0 0 x,
0 0 0 0 0 ^3*53 0 0
01 y1
0 y2
0 y20 y2: :
 y2 oi o
 y,: : : : : : 0 y,
0 . : . . . : . . . : . . . : . . . : 0 J3
*
u
 ό o - - : i o x,
z2l o 022 o o ; o x20 2' 0 ^ 0 : 0 rW Λ
 2 j W <• 22 W . W Λ/2
0 ?" Π Π ?" '. Π /V/ C 2 1 ^ ' ^ ^22 . \J J*2
0 0 4'20 0 0 x3
0 0 0 41Ό 0 0 x3
z
ίz 0 0 0 z43 0 0 x<
0 2'420 0 0 z'430 0 Λr4
0 0 0 0 0 z « 0 0 ^'aO 0 xt0 0 z53 z'^Zs'gO 0 x5
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f Λ
0
A..
2 u
AU
AU
AU
AU
o1
A..
Zn
%21
A
U
AU
AU
AU
AU
A\ U
o1
A..
AU
Π
o1
AU
AU
/
Z
 21
AU
AU
AU
A\J
JΊ
0
A
AU
Z 21
AU
AU
AU
A\J
o2
ό
^22AU
AU
AU
^42
Π
o2
AU
AU
AU
AU
AU
o2
A
^22A
U
A
U
AU
£42
AU
AU
o2
ό
AU
< 22
AU
AU
n
o2
A..U
) ~(2)
^22
AU
£32
AU
AU
AU
o2
Au
Z 22
AU
AU
AU
Z 42
AU
o2
A..u
~(2)
^22
^32AU
AU
n
o2
A...u
Z 22
AU
AU
y'^
 42
AU
o2
A...U
^22yff
AU
AU
AU
A
A...
A
(^1)
< 43
AU
yίP
\
Λ 0
A
 v
' ...A γI U ΛI
• A
 ri u x 2
A A
 r
A γ
yd) A Π ΎZ 43 U \J Λ4
A y' A 0 rU Z 43 U \J Λ4
y(V>
 9r A A r
^53 * 53 U U Λ5 /
J>3 0
A
 λj
:...A
 r
• ... ...Π Ύ: υ ^2
• A
 vU X 2
A A ^
A A
 r
y A A γZ43 U U X 4A y A A
 rU Z 43 U U X 4
y V A A
 r
^53 * 53 U U *5
0
ΛJ
Js
0 Λt
...A
 r
A
 r
A γ
A A
 r
^ A A r
y Π Π r
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HP
HP
HP
00
ooo
. . . . . . . < ϊ \ ? o o tv?
: : : ™S ζ%
O O O ι\2 O O O s^^  O
^ N
 v
 W
Ti? o Ti? o o o o o
v v
00%? 00 00 00%?
^
s
 ^" ^^O "Vi O O O "isi O O O "Kι O
o i^oooo
o o o ^ "ϊΊ? o o o o
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H
Hp
HP
HO
H"P
HO
: ooo
O OO M N O O N
.'...'...!. 0 Tϊsi 0 o "it* O O o O O
o itΓoooooo itΓo o
."...*.\SΌ ooo o V1
•••OOO O ^M « O^IO ••
0\ ϊOOO\lOOOO
O l^OOOOO O 4*0
O O O O ι*f TM O O O
o vιϊo o ^ ϊo o o o
o ιίo I^VN o o o o o
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H
HO
Hp
Hp
HP
Hp
Hp :
HO I j
: : : : o o o
....!.... OO N ΐfci N
... ^ ^ ^^  isj ί\j ^^  ^^  ί\j
ό^όόΐι?oo « oo
.... o V
... oo
O ίv fOOOOO O ivΓθ
oooooo^ .. o^o •••
OO l^ J N O O O
^^  (vj ^^  {^5 i^  ^^  . . . t > . • • • . • • • • . . • <^^
102
HO
HO
H'O
HO j
HO
HO
HNp :
Hp
HO
o ^
Hp
HNp
Hp I
H" o : : « : : > '. '. '• i o ό
I '. '. I '. '• '. ' I ' '• ί?eo eo
„ ................ ^τf*ίiΛ
o N M
: : : : : : : : : : : : : 5« : : ^s
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104 T. YOSHII
Hence the degree of an arbitrary directly indecomposable A-\eft
module is bounded and less than 34.
[The case 4, 5, 6] In these cases we can prove that the degree of
an arbitrary directly indecomposable A-left module is bounded but this
proof is quite same as [the case 3].
Thus the proof of this theorem is completed.
8. In [5] G. Kothe propounded the problem to determine the
general type of algebras whose directly indecomposable left modules are
cyclic and not necessarily homomorphic to Ae
κ
. Now we call such an
algebra the Kothe algebra. Then from the above theorem we can
answer to this problem in a special case where N2 = 0 and K is alge-
braically closed. Namely it is clear that the Kothe algebra is of bounded
representation type but
(1) When each Ne
κ
 is the direct sum of at most two simple components,
an algebra of bounded representation type is the Kothe algebra.
(2) When {Ne
ί9 , Nes} is a chain such that Nes is the direct sum
of three simple components, if f(κ) >2 for all /c it is the Kothe algebra
but if there exists μ such that f(μ) = 1 it is not necessarily the Kothe
algebra.
(3) When {Nely Ne2y Ne3} is a chain such that Ne2 is the direct sum
of three simple components, if /(*)>8 for all K it is the Kothe algebra
but if there exists μ such that /(/*)<? it is not necessarily the Kothe
algebra.
(5) When {Ne19 Ne2, Ne3, Ne,} is a chain such that Ne2 is the direct
sum of three simple components and Ne^ and Λfe4 are simple, if
for all K, it is the Kothe algebra but if there exists μ such that
it is not nesessarily the Kothe algebra.
This proof is clear from the fact that Aelίlm = AeK2τr2lm where τr2l
is the isomorphism such that Ae
κ)2π2l= Aeκfl.
(Received March 28, 1956)
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